1521
2015 PC-12 NG
Registration number: HB-FWM
Total Time: 820 Hours / 820 Landings
Engine: 820 Hours / 710 Cycles
Propeller: 820 Hours / 710 Cycles

STANDARD EQUIPMENT:
– Integrated Honeywell Primus Apex Suite, including:
  • Pilot Side PFD
  • MFD
  • Radar Altimeter,
  • Mode S Transponder
  • ADF
  • GPS Receiver
  • Flight Guidance Controller for Digital Three-Axes Autopilot System
  • RDR2000 Weather Radar
  • ESIS
  • ELT 406 MHz with Remote Switch
  • Cockpit Voice and Flight Data Recorder

OPTIONS INSTALLED:
– Elite Package, including:
  • Co-Pilot PFD
  • TAWS Class B & TCAS I
  • Primus Apex SmartView (Synthetic Vision System)
  • Wireless Connected Flight Deck
  • Stormscope (WX500)
  • 2nd GPS
  • GPS WAAS/LPV Functionality Honeywell KGS200
  • 2nd Mode S Diversity Transponder
  • RVSM capable
  – Steep Approach Landings
  – ATC Transponder System with ADS-B Out
  – 2nd FMS
  – Airconditioning System
  – Large Oxygen System
  – Hartzell 5-bladed Carbon propeller
  – EMTEQ In-Flight Entertainment System
  – Pulsating Recognition Light, Video Input, Logo Light

CABIN:
– Executive 6 seat interior (8 seat oxygen provision)
– Aft baggage storage area including baggage net
– Three executive tables
– RH non-belted fwd. toilet

INTERIOR:
Overall brown with carbon / black interior upgrade and quilted seatbacks

EXTERIOR:
Overall black with silver stripes